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MOTIVATION

 Language models are often trained as conditional language models on specific tasks as required

 Even an unconditional language model is transferred to required tasks through transfer learning

 Unconstrained generation of text is not very well understood

“Inspired by the degree of control available in image generation….. we train a language model … that make desired 
features of generated text more explicit”



OVERVIEW

 They aim to preserve the generality of the model through the usage of specific “control codes”

 These control codes are pre-defined and correspond to a specific domain (eg:  Wikipedia,  Amazon Reviews)

 The intuition is that using these control codes can allow the language model to trace back to the language 
structure that it had seen during training and base it’s generation on those sentences during inference time



MODEL

 Basically uses the decoder from the transformer architecture to construct the language model

 It is trained from scratch using the data along with conditional codes

“It uses 48 layers and 16 heads. Model has 1.6B parameters.”



TRAINING PHASE

 Control Codes are embedded into the training phrases depending on the type of control code

 Domain control codes are propagated to all text in the domain as the first token

 Other control codes are appended as necessary



GENERATION PHASE - SAMPLING

Sampling:
 In the equation above, T → 0 approximates a greedy distribu on which 

magnifies the peaks in the probability distribu on while T → ∞ fla ens the 
distribution to make it more uniform

 They modified the temperature-controlled sampling to get the below stated 
equation

 They proposed to use θ ≈ 1.2 and greedy sampling

 This θ is a penalty for repeated sampling of same token



GENERATION PHASE – CONTROL CODES

CONTROL CODES:
 Style by domain – constraining to a particular domain

 More complex control codes – further constraining the generation phase; eg: a specific rating value

 Triggering specific tasks – triggering the Q&A in the model and translation

 Zero-shot code-mixing – mixing codes not seen before in the training data



RESULTS – STYLE BY DOMAIN

 For the same conditional
text (prompt), the model has
variation in generated text



RESULTS – COMPLEX CONTROL CODES

 The generated text has been
further constrained due to a
specific rating

 Generates valid text without
any type of prompt



RESULTS – TRIGGERING SPECIFIC TASKS

 Able to perform translation
task without being explicitly
trained to do so



RESULTS – ZERO SHOT CODE MIXING

 Able to combine the Diet
domain along with
translation task

 Politics domain is mixed with
French prompts despite this
never occurring in the
training data



RESULTS

QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION?



PPLM
PLUG AND PLAY LANGUAGE MODELS: A SIMPLE APPROACH TO CONTROLLED TEXT 

GENERATION

SUMANTH DATHATHRI, ANDREA MADOTTO, JANICE LAN, JANE HUNG, ERIC FRANK, PIERO MOLINO, JASON YOSINSKI, ROSANNE LIU

Moving onto PPLM



MOTIVATION

 Guide the generation of the language model with minimum modification in the model itself

 This enable us to maintain the generality of the language model while allowing us to generate the text with the
desired attribute

 This is a more hands-off approach compared to CTRL



OVERVIEW

 This paper proposes to generate text with the required attribute using the language model by just appending an
“attribute classifier” and using this to guide the generation of text

 So, this first involves building an attribute classifier whose input feature is the “condensed output” of the
language model and training it to identify the required attribute based on this

 So now, to push the LM’s generated text towards the direction of the required attribute, we just backprop the
gradients from the attribute classifier to modify the (K,V) pairs of every input till the current time-step

Uses a pre-trained GPT-2 model as the LM



TRAINING PHASE

ASCENDING log p(a|x)

 Move the (K,V) in the direction that increases the likelihood of
that attribute

 This provides the control over the generated text

ASCENDING log p(x)

 Move the (K,V) pairs in the direction of the original distribution

 This ensures that the model does not end up generating text
from the low probability regions and to maintain fluency



TRAINING PHASE

Model follows 3 steps: -

 Forward Pass through the model

 Backward pass to update the (K,
V)

 Recomputing the output of the
model using the updates latents



RESULTS – EVALUATION CRITERIA

 Automated Evaluation:

 Perplexity is measured using GPT

 Dist-1, Dist-2, Dist-3 scores -> they measure the number of distinct 1,2,3-grams across all the samples

 Human Evaluation:

 Fluency – rank on a scale of 1-5

 A/B Testing – rank the given pair on the topic relevance, sentiment strength



RESULTS – EVALUATION CRITERIA

They consider 4 scenarios for evaluation:

 B – The unchanged GPT-2 model sampled once

 BR – B but with sampling r times

 BC – updating the latent representations

 BCR – BC but sampled r times

All of the samples are filtered based on Dist scores and the best sample according to the LL is chosen



RESULTS

 BC and BCR do give a good
amount of control
compared to the rest

 Perplexity and fluency
does degrade in BC and
BCR but the Dist scores
are maintained



RESULTS

The below results correspond to the task of sentiment control:
 This indicates that some attributes are easier to control as compared to others

 We cannot clearly declare that CTRL or PPLM is superior



RESULTS



QUESTIONS?


